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SilverStone SP-FF141 Fan
Filter for 140mm Fans

$7.99

Product Images

Short Description
Dust can be a computer system's worst enemy as it has the potential to lower cooling performance or cause
damage when left overly accumulated. But most fan filters are a hassle to install so SilverStone created an
easy to use FF141 fan filter. The FF141 has embedded magnet in its frame so it can be effortlessly attached to
any steel chassis without tools. Its 140mm size is also compatible with most 120mm fan vents so it can be
used in many places that require filtering.
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Description
Dust can be a computer system's worst enemy as it has the potential to lower cooling performance or cause damage when left
overly accumulated. But most fan ﬁlters are a hassle to install so SilverStone created an easy to use FF141 fan ﬁlter.

The FF141 has embedded magnet in its frame so it can be effortlessly attached to any steel chassis without tools. Its 140mm
size is also compatible with most 120mm fan vents so it can be used in many places that require filtering. In addition to filtering
dust, the FF141's grille can reduce noise associated with air turbulence. So for those looking for dust reduction for component
longevity with increased cooling efficiency, the FF141 is an excellent buy.

Features
Convenient magnetized design for easy installation
Fine ﬁlter provides great dust reduction properties
Compatible with most 140mm fans or vents

Specifications
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Model No.

SST-FF141B

Color

Black

Material

ABS

Application

140mm fan grille and ﬁlter kit

Net Weight

0.22kg

Dimension

140 mm(W) x 140 mm(H) x 3 mm (D)
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Additional Information
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Brand

SilverStone Technology

SKU

SST-FF141B

Weight

0.3000

Color

Black

Fan Accessory Type

Filter

Fan Dimensions

140mm

Material

Plastic

Shape

Square

Mesh Type

Ploy Mesh

Vendor SKU/EAN

844761007355
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